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ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC “AYEFORM 
ANALYZER 

This invention relates to the analysis and display of 
electrocardiographic waveforms. and more particularly 
to such analysis and display at high speeds. 

In the field of continuous ECG recording. a patient 
is often provided with a small. portable tape recorder: 
standard electrodes are attached to the patient's chest 
and leads are connected to the tape recorder. A contin 
uous ECG signal. extending to er as long a period as 24 
hours. may thus be recorded on a standard tape cas 
sette without in any way confining the patient. Rather 
than to require a physician or technician to review a 
24-hour tape in "real time“ (which would require 24 
hours of effort). techniques ha\e been de\ised for 
speeding up the review procedure. 

In Holtcr et al. US. Pat. No. 3.25.136 issued on 
Nov. 2. I965 aml entitled "Electrticardiographic 
Means". one such technique is disclosed The ECG sig 
nal recorded on the tape is played back at a much 
greater speed than that used during recording; for es 
antple. a tape may be played back (it) times as fast. The 
ECG signal is applied to the vertical de?ection plates 
of an oscilloscope. and the horizontal sweep is trig 
gcred by each ECG waveform What results in the case 
of a normal signal is a series of similar superimposed 
waveforms displayed on the screen. The waveforms 
"blend" into each other and what is \ iewed is for all in 
tents and purposes a single ECG waveform which is 
smeared slightly in view of small differences from cycle 
to cycle. Whenever an "unusual" leg. premature) 
waveform signal is applied to the vertical deflection 
plates. the resulting trace is “different? This is an indi 
cation of an abnormal waveform. The reviewer may 
then slow down the tape, and play the signal back at 
slower speed while a paper trace is made of the wave 
forms in the sequence of interest. 
A continuous bright (normal) waveform is formed on 

the display provided that the combination oftape speed 
and the persistence of the phosphor on the face of the 
CRT are great enough to allow one waveform to blend 
or merge into another. This can be understood by con 
sidering the kind of display which is formed when the 
tape is played back at normal speed. with the horizontal 
sweep being synchronized to the waveforms (that is. 
there being approximately l horizontal sweep per sec 
ond. corresponding to a (10 beat-per-minute heart 
rate). In such a case. the electron beam sweeps across 
the face of the tube once each second, and the wave 
form which is displayed is ofthe well-known “bouncing 
ball“ type. Unless the persistence of the phosphor is 
very long. a complete ECG waveform is not continu 
ously visible. Only when the tape is played back at 
greater speed do the superimposed successive ECG 
complexes result in a continuous bright image. 
But if the persistence of the phosphor is too high. 

then with a high frame rate ((10 per second) there can 
be considerably smearing of the display. On the other 
hand. if the phosphor has low persistence, even a 60 
per-second frame rate will result in flicker. The basic 
problem in the design of such a system is that the qual 
ity of the image is necessarily dependent on the tape 
speed. 

It is an object of our invention to provide a system for 
analyzing ECG waveforms at high speed by forming su 
perimposed traces ofthem on the screen of a CRT, but 
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in which the quality of the image thus formed is inde 
pendent of tape playback speed. 
Another object of our invention is to control the au 

tomatic continuous display of a short ECG signal seg 
ment whenever an abnormal condition is detected. in 
order to insure that no such conditions are missed. 

Each segment thus displayed remains on the screen 
until another is detected. This allows the technician or 
physician reviewing the \vmeforms to e\amine a short 
segment “at his leisure“. tThe tape can men he 
stopped during this time period. without either trace 
disappearing from the face of the CRT: the last ECG 
waveform which was read from the tape remains at the 
top of the display. and the last 4-second segment con 
taining an abnormal waveform remains at the bottom 
of the display.) 

In accordance with the principles of our imention. 
each analog ECG w a\ eform read from the tape is sam~ 
pled and digital representations of the samples for a 
complete waveform are temporarily stored. When the 
samples representathe of a complete waveform are 
available. they are quickly transferred to a recirculating 
shift register [recirculating memory). Successive sam 
ples at the output of this recirculating shift register are 
converted to analog form and used to form a single 
ECG wateform at the top of the CRT display. The hori— 
zontal sweep ofthe CRT is synchronized to the recircu 
lation time of the shift register. The important point 
here is that the recirculation rate (CRT horizontal 
sweep time) is completely independent of the rate at 
which ECG waveforms are read from the tape. t In fact. 
even if the tape is stopped. the recirculating data con 
tinues to be used to form a display of the last wavc~ 

form.) 
While ECG waveforms may be read from the tape at 

a rate of 6|) per second. the CRT frame rate. that is. the 
rate at which ECG waveforms are formed on the dis 
play. may be in the hundreds per second. This means 
that each individual waveform may be traced out on 
the screen several times prior to the storage of a new 
waveform in the recirculating shift register. Smearing 
of the continuous bright image can be avoided by using 
relatively low persistence phosphors (e.g.. P-3l ): and 
with a high enough frame rate. there is no flicker. 
A similar technique is used to control the formation 

of a 4-second segntent of the ECG signal — at the bot 
tom of the display. Samples of the last 4 seconds (in 
real time) of the ECG signal are temporarily stored, 
When an abnormal condition is detected (automati 
cally, by use of conventional prematurity detectors. for 
example). the samples representing four seconds of the 
ECG signal are transferred to a second recirculating 
shift register. Thereafter, the data stored in this second 
shift register are used to form a display at the bottom 
of the screen. The display is formed continuously until 
another abnormal condition is detected. at which time 
the samples representative of a new 4-second ECG sig~ 
nal segment are transferred to the second recirculating 
shift register. This new 4-second ECG signal segment 
is then continuously traced out on the CRT. in this 
case. too. the trace which is formed on the CRT is com 
pletely independent ofthc rate at which the ECG signal 
is analyzed by the system. 

Further objects, features and advantages of the in 
vention will become apparent upon consideration of 
the following detailed description in conjunction with 
the drawing, in which: 
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l-'l(i. 1 depicts the form of the display which is 
acltie\ ed in accordance with the principles of my in_ 
vention; 
HUS. 2. 3 and 4. placed from left to right. are a .sche» 

matic representation of the illustrative embodiment of 
the in\ entionl 

Flti. 5 depicts the counting chain for deri\ing the 
se\en clocl-v signals required hy the system of FIGS. 
2-4: 

Fl(i. 6 depicts several waveforms \\ hich will he help_ 
ful in understanding the manner in which two different 
displays are formed on the CRT‘. and 

Fl(i. 7 depicts various timing waveforms which will 
he helpful in understanding the operation of the illus 
trative emhodiment of the imention 
As shown in FIG. I. the display which is formed on 

the face of the (‘RT consists of two parts. The upper 
part is the trace of an FCG w a\ eform. In the illustrative 

emhodnnent of the in\ cation. 22? ECG waveforms are 
traced out each second. Since the tape is played hack 
at (it) times the recording speed. in the usual case there 
are sliglttl} more than (ill ECU waveforms read from 

the tape per second. Depending on the exact rate at 
which ECU wmeforms are read from the tape. each 
waveform is displayed several times. The frame rate is 
fast enough such that men though the persistence of 
the screen phosphor is so low that each individual trace 

persists for less than H215 second. there is no iliclv‘cr 
hecanse all of the successive wtncforms hlend together 
in the ohserver's eye. 

Vt hcnever a premature heat is detected. it is traced 
out se\eral times in rapid succession. as in the case of 
all other waveforms. and although the traces are seen 
for only a hrief interval. ilv the superimposed traces are 
different. the review er is immediately informed of the 
ahnormal condition. At the hottom of the display of 
Fl(i I. there is shown a typical -l_second ECG signal 
segment which includes a premature heat. As will he 
descrihed in detail below. whenever a premature heat 
is detected. the 4»seeond segment containing that heat 
is displayed at the hottom of the ('RT. This is accom 
plished automatically ~ even if the operator misses the 
momentary outAof-place premature heat in the upper 
display The lower trace persists indefinitely until the 
next premature heat is detected. at which time a new 
4-.second segment is displayed The lower trace is also 
formed at a ZIS-per-second frame rate. Since in the 
usual case. premature heats do not innnediately follow 
each other. the lower 4-second segment may he traced 
out many. many times before it is changed. 
The system of FIGS. 2-4 requires several timing sig 

nals. Various gate inputs are shown connected to re~ 
spective clock waveforms; the timing ofthe system will 
he evplained in detail helow. Before considering the il» 
lustrative emhodiment of the invention. however. it 
should he noted how all of the necessary clock wave 
forms may he derived. As‘ shown in FIG. 5. the basic 
system clock is a 3.6864 MH7 oscillator. depicted by 
the numeral 500. A conventional divider chain. consist~ 
ing of dividers 502. 504. 506. 508. 510 and 512. is used 
to derive six other clock waveforms as is known in the 
art. Each divider element in the chain causes its output 
to change state only in response to a negative step in its 
input. Thus any transition in the waveform of a clock 
signal always occurs when all higher-frequency clock 
signals exhihit negative transitions. 
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Fl(i. 2 depicts symholically a tape playback unit 200 

\\ hose output is applied to the input of a play-hack ain 
plifier 216. The amplified ECG signal. whose rate in the 
illustrative emhodiment ofthc invention is 60 times the 
real time rate. is applied to the input of R~wave detec' 
tor 244 and comparator 2l8. The minus input of the 
comparator is connected to the output of digital-to 
analog converter 2.24. The purpose of this connection 
will he descrihed below. but at this point it is sufficient 
to understand that the output ofthe comparator is posi 
tive \vhene\ er the instantaneous amplitude of the signal 
at the plus input is greater than that at the minus input. 
and that the output of the comt‘iarator is negative when 
the opposite condition exists. The R-wave detector 244 
does not per se form a part of the present invention. It 
simply functions to trigger one»shot multivihrator 246 
whenever an R wave in the continuous E(‘(i signal is 
detected. Any conventional R-wavc detector may he 
used: one such R-wave detector is shown in Harris US. 
Pat. No. 3.4L)(l.t~il l. issued on July (i. l97l and entitled 
“Eleetrticardiographic R~Wave Detector." R—vvave de 
tection is required in the system because it is the detec 
tion of each R wave that initiates transfer of a wave 

form to a recirculating memory for suhsequent display. 
The F.(‘(i signal is sampled and it is the digital repre~ 

sentations of the samples which are temporarily stored. 
l‘ The display itself is actually formed hy recirculating 
digital samples and converting them to analog form. 
followed hy the application of the analog signal to the 
vertical de?ection plate of the CRT.) The technique 
for com erting each analog sample of the ECG signal to 
an Whit hinary value is a standard one involving the use 
of a successive approximation register 220 (e.g.. chip 
No. AM 2502 ). a digititl-tdiiiiitltig converter 224 (eg. 
Hyhrid Circuits chip No. 37l-8 ). and a standard coin 
parator 218. The register 220. in successive clock cy» 
cics. increases or decreases the binary value at its out 
puts in a direction determined by the potential level at 
the “approximation control" input of the element. The 
8-bit value is converted to analog form by converter 
224. and the analog signal is applied to the minus input 
of comparator 218. The comparator functions to deter 
mine whether the instantaneous value of the ECG sig 
nail is greater or less than the value represented by the 
8-bit output of register 200. and the polarity of the 
comparator output determines whether during the next 
clock cycle the register 220 increases or decreases its 
output value in an attempt to cause the output of con 
verter 224 to match the instantaneous value of the 
ECG signal. It requires nine clock pulses at the clock 
input of converter 220 to control the X»hit output of the 
register to properly represent the instantaneous value 
of the ECG signal which is to he sampled. 
The sampling rate is I44 kHz. Although 14.400 sam 

ples are thus taken each second. since the tape is 
played back at 60 times recording speed. the effective 
sampling rate of the ECG signal (translated to real 
time] is 240 samples per second. As is known in the art. 
this is a high enough sampling rate so as not to lose any 
important information in the ECG signal. 
Successive approximation register 220 is triggered 

when a negative step is applied to its “com/en" input. 
Thereafter. nine clock pulses are required at its clock 
input until the 8 hits at the outputs Bil-B7 represent the 
binary value of a sample. The convert input of the reg 
ister is triggered at a 14.4 RH; rate. The clock pulses 
occur at a much higher rate - 460.8 kHz — so that 
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each hinary sample is fully derived long prior to the 
next sampling cycle. 
The vvaveforms which characterize the operations of 

elements 202 and 204. as vvell as register 220. are 
shovvn at the top of HG. 7. The l4.-i kHz clock signal 
is applied directly to the K input of .l/K tiip-llop 202. 
and through inverter 23" to the .l input. The 460.8 kHz 
clock signal is applied to the clock input ofthe ?ip-flop. 
and the flip-flop changes state on a negative transition 
in the clock signal vvhenever the states of the .l and K 
inputs have changed. Since a negative transition occurs 
in the 460.8 kHz clock signal prior to a transition in the 
l-L-l kHz clock signal (due to delays in successive di 
viders in the counting chain of Fl(i. 5 ). the state of flip 
flop 202 changes only‘ on the negative step in the clock 
signal which follovvs a change in the l-1.4 kHr signal. 
This is shown by‘ the three upper \va\eforms of FIG. 7. 
The third \vaveform shovvs the state of the 0 output of 
the flip-flop and it is apparent that it follovvs the 14.4 
ltl-ly clock signal. with an opposite polarity and after a 
delay of one cycle of the 460.8 kHl signal. The HA 
kH7. clock signal is applied to one input of gate 204. 
and the 0 output of the flip-?op is applied to the other 
inputv Only when hoth inputs are high is the output of 
the gate lovv. Thus follovving each positive step in the 
l4.-l RH? ClUCis signal. a short negative pulse appears at 
the output of gate 204. This negative pulse. applied to 
the convert input of register 220. triggers a successive 
approximation cycle. The 460.8 kHy clock pulses are 
applied through inverter 242 to the clock input of the 
register. and after nine clock cycles the 8-bit output of 
the register represents the binary value of the instanta 
neous magnitude of the ECG signal at the output of am 
plifier 216. hi the fifth line of Fl(i. 7. the vertical ar 
rows represent the completion of each conversion cy 
cle. that is. the availahility ol'a digital sample at the out 
puts of register 22". 

Digital multiplexer 226 is provided with two groups 
of eight inputs each. Bits Bit-B7 at the outputs of regis 
ter 220 are extended to input set A. while input set B 
is groundedv The multiplexer operates to extend re 
spcctive hit values in a selected one of the tvvo input 
groups to its eight outputs M(I—M7 in accordance with 
the polarity of the signal at the SELECT A input. When 
this input is low. the signals (ground) at the B inputs are 
extended to the multiplexer outputs'. when the SE 
LECT A input is high. hits B(I—B7 are extended to the 
multiplexer outputs. 
The eight multiplexer outputs are connected to the 

data inputs of respective 256-bit shift registers 228-0 
through 228-7. The output of gate 258 is connected to 
the shift input of each shift register. As will be de 
scribed shortly. as long as the SELECT A input of mul 
tiplexer 226 is high. successive shift pulses from gate 
258 control the storage of successive 8-bit samples in 
the eight shift registers. Shift pulses are generated at a 
14.4 kHz rate. there thus being one shift pulse for each 
new sample (at the multiplexer outputs) which is taken 
of the ECG signal. 
The shift registers thus represent 25h 8-hit samples of 

the ECG signal. As descrihed hriefly above. all of this 
data is rapidly transferred to a recirculating memory 
(another set of8 shift registers) for subsequent display. 
Since incoming ECG waveform data is shifted along the 
shift registers 228-!) through 228-7 it is important to 
synchronize the rapid transfer of the data to the recir 
culating memory at a time which permits each ECG 
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waveform to he properly placed on the display tFl(i. 
l l. 
The R-\va\e detector 244 detects the presence of 

each vvavelorm. But each vvaveform is detected \v hen 
the samples representative ofthe R wave are still stored 
at the input end of the shift registers. Rather than shift 
ing the data out of the shift registers as soon as an R 
wave is detected. it is preferahle to allow the data to he 
shifted dovvn the registers until the R vvave is centered: 
this. in turn. permits the o\erall waveform to he cen 
tered on the display. Accordingly. when the R-\vave de 
tector 244 verifies the presence of an R \\ a\e. one-shot 
t'ltLllliYihl‘ltlUl‘ 246 is triggered. It is only at the trailing 
edge of the positive output pulse of this multivihrator 
that one-shot multivihrator 250 is triggered. lt is \\ hen 
the output of this multivihrator goes high that the sys 
tem rapidly transfers the data in shift registers 228-0 
through 228-7 to the recirculating memory used to 
form the display. Potentionieter 248 is used to control 
the delay hetvveen the detection of an R wine and the 
start of the rapid transfer of data out of the shift regis 
ters. It is on the leading edge of the pulse at the output 
of one-shot niultiviln'ator 250 that the transfer begins. 
The entire transfer takes place in less than one period 

of the l4.~1 kH/ clock. as \vill he explained in connec 
tion with the timing vvavet‘orms of Fl(i. 7. The duration 
of the pulse generated hy‘ one-shot multivihrator 250 
must he at least as great as one period of the l-1.~t kHz 
ClUL‘h signal. but it should not he excessively long or 
else data will he transferred out of the shift registers at 
the fast rate vvhen it should he stored in them at the 
slovv rate ( l4.4 l-v'HY t. For this reason. in the illustrative 
embodiment of the invention. the duration of the pulse 
at the output of multivihrator 250 is l5 periods of the 
l4.4 kH7 clock signal. 
As shown in FIG. 7. the Q output of Hip-Hop 252 is 

normally low. The 0 output of the ?ip-?op is fed hack 
to the K input. Since the .l input (output of multivihra 
tor 250) is normally lovv. the l4.4 kH7 elocls~ pulses ap 
plied to the clock input of the ?ip-?op have no effect 
since if hoth inputs to a UK ?ip-flop are lovv. the flip 
flop state does not change with the application of clock 
pulses. But as soon as the output of multivihrator 250 
goes high. as shown in FIG. 7, the flip-?op changes 
state with its 0 output going high on the next negative 
transition at the clock input. This occurs at a falling 
edge of the 14.4 kHz. clock \vaveform. As soon as the 
flip-?op changes state. the K input goes high along with 
the J input. The next negative step in the clock input 
causes the ?ip-flop to change state once again (a J/K 
flip-?op changes state upon the application of a clock 
input whenever both of the .l and K inputs are high). 
Thus. as shown in FIG. 7 it is at the trailing edge of the 
next l4.4 kHz clock pulse that the 0 output of ?ip-flop 
252 goes low once again. It remains low until another 
R wave is detected. that is. until after approximately 
another 256 samples have been taken. lt is during a sin 
gle period ofthe 14.4 kHz clock signal. while the 0 out 
put of ?ip-?op 252 is high. that 256 shift pulses are ap 
plied to the shift input of registers 228-0 through 228-7 
at a very high rate in order to rapidly transfer all of the 
data to the recirc_u_lating memory. 

Ordinarily. the Q output of flip-flop 252 is high. and 
this output is coupled to one input of gate 256. The 
l4.4 l\'H'/. clock signal is applied through inverter 222 
to the other input of gate 256. Consequently. the out 
put of gate 256 follows the l4.4 kHz clock signal. as in 
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dicated in l~'l(i. 7. The output of gate 256 is connected 
to one input of gate 258. Ordinarily. the output of gate 
254. one of whose inputs is connected to the 0 output 
of flip-?op 252. is high. This output is connected to the 
second input of gate 258 and has no effect on its out 
put. Consequently. as long as llip-tiop 252 has itsU 
output high. it is only gate 256 that controls the appli 
cation ofshift pulses to the shift registers. The 14.4 kH/ 
clock signal is extended through gate 258. but is in 
\ertcd. The output of gate 258 is thus the complement 
of the 1-1.4 kHY clock signal. Each of shift registers 
228-0 through 228-7 executes a shift operation when a 
positive step is applied to its shift input. that is. when 
the output of gate 256 goes low. This is depicted in 
Fl(i. 7 h_\ the \ertical arrows in the line labeled SHll-"lv 
[SLOW ). It is the falling edge of each waveform in the 
l4.-l lsH/ clocls cycle that controls the shifting of data 
in the eight shift registers. 
During the time that the 0 output of ?ip-flop 252 is 

low. the SIZLFCT A input of multiplexer 226 is high. 
thus allowing hits 80-87 from register 220 to be ex 
tended through the multiplexer to the shift register in 
puts. it is in this way that a new sample is stored in the 
shift registers during each ofthe l4.-1 kHv clock cycles. 
It should he noted from Fl(i. 7 that each sample is 
a\ailable at a time indicated by the arrows in the line 
labeled "CONVERSION COMPLETE". each sample 
being stored in the shift registers shortly thereafter with 
the generation of a SHIFT (SLOW) signal. 
But whenever an R wave is detected. and following 

the delay introduced by one-shot multivibrator 246. 
?ip-flop 252 changes state. At this time the 6 output 
goes low so that the inputs to the shift registers 228-0 
through 228-7 represent eight 0's. With the 0 output 
high. gate 254 transmits 3686.4 kHz clock pulses 
through it: these pulses pass through gate 258 to the 
shift register shift inputs. This operation is shown by the 
line labeled “(iA'l'E 254" in Fl(i. 7. The output of the 
gate is ordinarily high but as soon as ?ip-?op 252 
changes state. the 3686.4 kHz pulses are extended 
through it. These pulses are extended through gate 258 
to the shift inputs of the eight shift registers. Just as a 
shift operation is controlled by the output of gate 256 
going low, so a shift operation is controlled by the out 
put of gate 254 going low. The bottom line of FIG. 7 
labeled “SHIFT tFASTl" depicts the fast shift opera 
tions. Since fast shift pulses are generated during one 
complete cycle of the l4.4 kHz signal. and since the 
fast shift pulses (which occur at at 3686.4 kHz rate) 
occur at a rate which is 256 times as fast as the slow 

shift pulses. it is apparent that all 256 hits in each shift 
register are shifted out on conductors 270-0 through 
270-7 during one cycle of the 14.4 ls'Hv~ clock signal. as 
indicated in FIG. 7. At the end of this cycle. there are 
256 0's stored in each shift register inasmuch as the 
data input to each shift register represents a 0 since the 
SELECT A input of multiplexer 226 is low throughout 
the duration of the fast shift operation. Immediately 
following the 256 fast shift pulses. ?ip-?op 225 changes 
state once again and successive samples are stored in 
the shift registers at the slow rate. 

It should be noted that a slow shift pulse is generated 
shortly after each sample conversion — except for that 
sample conversion which immediately precedes the 0 
output of flip-flop 252 going high. Thus one sample of 
the ECG waveform is actually lost. that is. not stored 
in shift registers 228-0 through 228-7 during that cycle 
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of the 1-1.4 l'sHl clock signal in which the pre\iously 
stored samples are rapidly transferred out of the shift 
registers. This is of no importance. particularly since 
the “lost sample" occurs between successive F('(i 
w a\ eforms (along the base line). It should also be 
noted that the number of hits actually shifted out of the 
shift register depends upon the number of samples 
which are taken between successive R waves. This 
number can vary although it is more or less constant as 
long as normal iii-step waveforms are present. 
Another set of lib-hit shift registers 304-0 through 

304-7 is provided on FIG. 3. The samples which are 
shifted out of registers 228-0 through 228-7 at at 3686.4 
kHzv rate are stored in registers 304-0 through 304-7. 
Thereafter. the samples are recirculated in these regis 
ters at the same time that they are used to form the 
upper trace on the display. The recirculating rate is 
much slower than the high-rate transfer. 

It is when the 0 output of flip-flop 252 is high that the 
fast transfer is to take place. Conductor 262. which is 
connected to the Q output of the flip-?op. is extended 
to the SELECT A input of digital multiplexer 302. The 
outputs of shift registers 228-0 through 228-7 are con 
nected to the eight inputs in input set A of multiplexer 
302. Consequently. during the fast transfer. the sam 
ples which are being transferred between registers are 
extended through multiplexer 302 to the inputs ofshift 
registers 304-0 through 304-7. During this transfer, 
clock pulses appear on conductor 260 at at 3686.4 kHz 
rate. These pulses are extended through gate 308 to the 
shift inputs of register 304-0 through 304-7. Conse 
quently. the 256 shift pulses which are generated dur 
ing a single cycle of the l4.4 kHz waveform control the 
storage of all data representive of a single ECG wave 
form in registers 304-0 through 304-7. At the end of 
the fast transfer. conductor 260 remains high and has 
no effect on the shifting in registers 304-0 through 
304-7. And conductor 262 which now goes low causes 
the data at the eight inputs in set B of multiplexer 302 
to be extended through the multiplexer to shift registers 
304-0 through 304-7. The eight output conductors 
D0-D7 from these registers are extended hack to re 
spective inputs of set B of multiplexer 302. Conse 
quently. shift pulses applied to the registers simply con 
trol the recirculation of the data stored in them. 
The shift pulses which control the r_ecirculation are 

derived from gate 306. As long as the 0 output of flip 
tlop 252 is high (during the slow storage of samples in 
shift registers 228-0 through 228-7. and during the re 
circulation of data in shift registers 304-0 through 
304-7). conductor 266 is high in potential. This con 
ductor is connected to one input of gate 306 and the 
l l5.2 kHz clock signal is connected to the other input 
of the gate. Consequently. I 15.2 kHz clock pulses are 
extended through the gate and through gate 308 to the 
shift inputs of registers 304-0 through 304-7 to control 
the recirculation of the data. (The data which are 
shifted out of the registers on conductors D0 - D7 are 
also extended to the circuitry on FIG. 4 which is used 
to form the display. as will be described below.) 
The recirculation rate is controlled by the l l5.2 kHz 

clock signal. and each waveform is represented by 256 
bits in registers 304-0 through 304-7. It is thus apparent 
that in each second there are t 15.200/256 or 450 com 
plete rccirculations ofdata. As will be described below, 
an ECG waveform trace is developed only during alter 
nate recirculations. and consequently an ECG wave 
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form is traced out on the display 115 times each sec 
ond. Since ECU waveforms are actually processed 
from the tape at the rate of approximately 60 per sec 
ond. it is apparent that each 13(‘(1 waveform is traced 
out on the CRT several times. 
The circuitry descrihed thus far functions to tempo 

rarily store each F.(‘(i waveform and to then quickly 
transfer it to a recirculating memory from which a trace 
may he developed. In a similar manner. provision is 
made for temporarily storing approximately 4 seconds 
of the ECG signal [represented hy L024 R-hit sam 
ples). and following the detection of a premature heat 
to quickly transfer this data to another lllZ-l-sample re 
circulating memory to control the continuous display 
of a 4-second (real time) ECU signal segment at the 
hottom of the display. tlnstead of 4 seconds of storage. 
it is also contemplated that a signal including as few as 
three successive ECU waveforms he stored.) 
The X-hit samples at the output of register 220 are ex 

tended to the eight inputs in set A of multiplexer 310. 
The eight inputs in set B are grounded and the eight 
outputs of the multiplexer are extended to the inputs of 
the eight l024-hit shift registers 312-0 through 312-7. 
Multiplexer 310 and registers 312-0 through 3l2-7 are 
analogous to multiplexer 226 and shift registers 228-0 
through 228-7. Data is normally stored in registers 
312-0 through 312-7 at a 14.4 kHz rate. hrit when a 
premature heat is detected and the data in the registers 
are to he transferred out to a recirculatirtg memory at 

a fast rate. the 3686.4 kHz clock is employed. 
The output of R-vvavc detector 244 is extended over 

conductor 264 to the input of prematurity detector 
314. This detector. having a time constant of 6 seconds 
(real time). functions to average the time interval he 
tween successive pairs of R waves. and to energize its 
output if any R wave is premature hy ltl percent Any 
of many prematurity detectors can he employed. and 
one such prematurity detector is disclosed in Harris 
US. Pat. No. 3.6l6,79l entitled “ELFCTROCARDIO 
GRAPHIC MORPHOLOGY RECOGNITION SYS 
TEM" dated Nov. 2. 1971. Rather than to detect only 
premature heats. it is also possihle to detect an ahnor 
rnal morphology as is disclosed in the last-mentioned 
patent for the purpose of triggering a new 4-second seg 
ment display whenever any ahnormal heat is detected 
(even if it is not premature). 
When a premature heat is detected. one-shot multivi 

hrator 316 is triggered The period of this multivihrator 
is controlled by potentiometer 338. the potentiometer 
being set so that the premature heat will he displayed 
approximately at the center of the display. (That is. the 
fast transfer out of registers 312-0 through 312-8 is de 
layed by approximately 2 seconds in real time. or 2/60 
seconds in processing time t. At the trailing edge of the 
pulse at the output of multivihrator 316. multivihrator 
318 is triggered for controlling the fast transfer. 
The 0 output of flip-flop 320 is normally low and the 

0 output is normally high. Consequently. 14.4 kHz 
clock pulses are extended through inverter 342 and 
gate 336 to one input of gate 322 to control the storage 
of samples in registers 312-0 through 312-7 at the same 
rate as the rate at which they are taken. namely. 14.4 
kHz. When one-shot multivihrator 318 is triggered. 
however, the J input of ?ip-flop 320 goes high and the 
flip flop changes state just as ?ip-flop 252 changes state 
when one-shot multivihrator 250 is triggered. 
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As soon as flip-Hop 320 changes state ton a negative 

step in the 3.6 kHy clock signall. it is gate 334 vvhich 
transmits clock pulses from the 3686.4 kH7 clock 
through gate 322 to the shift registers. rather than gate 
336 transmitting l-L-l kH/ clock pulses through the 
same gate 322. Also. the SELECT A input of multi 
plexer 310 goes low so that following the fast transfer 
out of the shift registers. each shift register contains 
Nil-10's. Flip-flop 320 controls the fast transfer during 
four complete cycles of the 1-1.4 kH/ clock signal since 
the clock input of flip-flop 320 is connected to the 3.6 
kHl clock signal. While the clock signal for multivihra 
tor 252 is 14.4 kHV. the clock signal for multivihrator 
320 is 3.6 kHz That is hecause there are 4 times as 
many hits stored in each of registers 312-0 through 
312-7 than there are stored in each of registers 228-0 
through 228-7. The storage of samples in the 1024-hit 
shift registers and the fast transfer of the samples out 
of the registers is analogous to the storage of samples 
in the 256-hit registers and the fast transfer of the hits 
out of the registers. 1 During the fast transfer. four sam~ 
ples from register 220 are "lost“_ that is. not stored in 
registers 312-0 through 312-7 hat that is of little con 

ccrn.l 
lit a similar‘ manner. multipleser 400 and shift regis 

ters 402-0 through 402-7 control the fast storage of 
1024 samples in the shift registers. follovv ed hy their re 
circulation. During the fast transfer. conductor 326 is 
high and the SELECT A input of multiplexer 400 is 
high. At this time. the samples on conductors 330-0 
through 330-7 which are shifted out at a fast rate from 
registers 312-0 through 312-7 are stored in shift regis 
ters 402-0 through 402-7. The shift pulses for the shift 
registers pass through gate 406 and are derived from 
conductor 324. The clock pulses used to control the 
storage of data in registers 402-0 through 402-7 are 
those used to control the transfer of data out of regis 
ters 312-0 through 312-7. 
Following the fast transfer‘. conductor 324 remains 

high in potential and has no effect on the shifting of hits 
in registers 402-0 through 402-7. Similarly. conductor 
326 switches to a low potential so that the eight inputs 
in set B of multiplexer 400 are selected for extension 
to the outputs. Consequently. data shifted out of regis 
ters 402-0 through 402-7 are recirculated in a manner 
comparable to the recirculation of data controlled by 
multiplexer 302 and shift registers 304-0 through 
304-7. Since conductor 328 is high in potential at all 
times other than during a fast transfer of samples from 
one set of shift registers to the other. gate 404 functions 
to extend 460.8 kHz clock pulses through gate 406 to 
the shift inputs of registers 402-0 through 402-7. It 
should he noted that the rate at which data is recircu 
lated in registers 402-0 through 402-7 is 4 times as 
great as the rate at which data is recirculated in regis 
ters 304-0 through 304-7. That is hecause there are 4 
times as much data stored in the former set of registers 
than in the latter. By using a clock which is 4 times as 
fast, there is a complete recirculation of 4 seconds of 
data in registers 402-0 through 402-7 in the same time 
that there is a complete recirculation of one second of 
data in registers 304-0 through 304-7‘. in both cases. a 
complete CRT line of data is recirculated at a rate of 
450 recirculations per second. Since the lower trace on 
the CRT is formed during only every other recircula 
tion. the lower trace is formed at a rate of 225 per sec 
ond. (As will he described below. the upper end and 
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lower traces are formed during alternate horizontal 
sweeps. I 

The samples shifted out of registers 402-0 through 
402-7 are applied to the eight inputs in set A of multi 
plexer 418. The data which are shifted out of registers 
304-0 through 304-7 are applied to the eight inputs in 
set 8 of multiplexer 418. The SELECT A input of mul 
tiplexer 4|?! changes polarity at a rate of 450 per sec 
ond so that during alternate horizontal sweeps either 
250 samples are extended through the multiplexer to 
control the formation of the upper CRT trace. or i024 
samples are extended through the multiplexer to con 
trol the formation of the lower CRT trace. 
Since data for each of the two displays is recirculated 

at a rate of 450 complete recirculations per second. 
and each display is formed in alternate cycles. 11225 Hz 
clock signal is required for alternately controlling the 
use ofthe samples shifted out ot either ofthe two recir 
culating memories. Multiplexer 4l8 is utilized for alter 
nately controlling the formation of a display from ei 
ther 256 samples which are recirculated in one memory 
or from i024 samples which are recirculated in the 
other. The 225 Hz clock signal is extended through iii 
\erter 4l2 to the SELECT A input of the multiplexer. 
During each half cycle that the SELECT A input of the — 
multiplexer is high. I024 samples from shift registers 
402-0 through 402-7 are extended through the multi 
plexer to the inputs of 8-bit latch 422. It will be recalled 
that data is recirculated in shift registers 402-0 through 
402-7 under control of a 460.8 kHz clock. Since there 
are I024 samples stored in the shift registers. complete 
recirculation of the data occurs at a 450 Hz rate 
(460.80tl+ LUZ-1:450). Similar remarks apply to the 
recirculation of data in shift registers 304-0 through 
304-7. data being shifted at one-quarter the rate so that ~ 
complete recirculations of data also occur at a 450 Hz 
rate. lt is thus apparent why a 225 Hz clock signal is 
used to switch between the two sets of inputs in multi 
plexer 4l8; there is a complete recirculation ofeach set 
of data during each half cycle of the 225 Hz clock. 
Each sample which is extended through the multi 

plexer is stored in 8-bit latch 422. The latch must he 
strobed at the same rate at which new samples are ex 
tended through the multiplexer. When the 225 Hz 
clock signal is high. it is the samples from shift registers 
304-0 through 304-7 which are extended through the 
multiplexer to the latch. at a H52 kHz rate. For this 
reason. the latch must be strobed at this rate. Gate 410 
is enabled when the 225 Hz clock signal is high. and 
H52 kHz clock pulses are transmitted through in 
verter 408. gate 410 and gate 420 to the strobe input 
of the latch. in a similar manner. during alternate cy 
cles. it is gate 4l6 which is enabled and it is now the 
4608 kHz clock signal which is extended through in 
verter 414. gate 416 and gate 420 to the strobe input 
of the latch. ln both cases. the latch is strobed on the 
falling edges ofthe I 15.2 kHz and 460.8 kHz clock sig 
nals. to ensure that a sample extended through multi 
plexer 418 has had time to settle. 
The output of the latch is extended to the input of 

digital-to-analog converter 424. and the output of this 
element is an analog representation of the signal to be 
traced out on the display. 
The output of the digital-to-analog converter 424 is 

not extended directly to the vertical input ofCRT 430. 
instead. it is extended through a resistor 432 to a sum 
ming junction. The second input to the summing junc 
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tion is a potential source 438 which is extended 
through a potentiometer 436. The potentiometer sim 
ply controls the vertical position of the entire display. 
a technique well known in the art. The third input to 
the summing junction is the 225 Hz clock signal which 
is extended through potentiometer 434. During alter 
nate half cycles of the clock signal. the vertical deflec 
tion signal is increased so as to allow the two different 
displays to be formed at different levels on the face of 
the CRT. 

FIG. 6 depicts the relevant timing waveforms for the 
CRT. At the top of the drawing there are shown the 
450 Hz and the 225 Hz clock signals. it will be recalled 
that when the 225 Hz clock signal is high the SELECT 
A input of multiplexer 4T8 is low so that it is the sam 
ples required for the upper trace which are extended to 
latch 422. It is at this time that the vertical de?ection 
signal is increased by the 225 Hz clock signal extended 
through potentiometer 434. with the output of the digi 
tal-to-analog converter 424 being positioned on the 
base line defined by the 225 Hz clock signal. This is 
shown in the bottom waveform of FIG. 6. During alter 
nate half cycles of the 225 Hz clock signal. when the 
SELECT A input of multiplexer 418 is high and the 
lower trace is to be formed on the display. the 225 Hz 
input to the summing junction is low and the output of 
the digital-to-analog converter 424 is positioned on the 
lower base line. [The additional bias through vertical 
position control potentiometer 436 simply moves the 
entire display up or down on the screen; the setting of 
potentiometer 434 controls the space between the two 
separate traces.) 
As described above. horizontal sweeps must occur at 

a 450 Hz rate. two horizontal sweeps being required 
during each cycle ofthe 225 Hz clock so that one trace 
may be made for each display. The 450 Hz clock signal 
is extended to the input of one-shot multivibrator 426. 
The short (“retrace“) pulse output from this multivi 
brator, shown in FIG. 6. is used for two purposes. First. 
it triggers the horizontal sweep circuit 428. the output 
of which is extended to the horizontal de?ection circuit 
of the CRT. Any standard horizontal sweep circuit may 
be utilized for this purpose. and the horizontal sweep 
waveform is shown in FIG. 6. Second. since the trigger 
ing of the horizontal sweep circuit first results in the re 
trace of the signal. followed by a sweep. it is desirable 
to blank the CRT during the retrace. For this reason. 
the output of one-shot multivibrator 426 (the retrace 
multivibrator) is extended to the blanking input of the 
CRT to shut off the electron beam during retrace. 

it is thus apparent that the CRT display is completely 
independent of the tape speed. Once data is stored in 
the recirculating memories. a continuous display will 
be formed even ifthe tape is stopped altogether and no 
new input data is examined. The recirculation rate. 
since it is independent of tape speed. can be selected 
in any particular system, in conjunction with the partic 
ular phosphor which is used in the CRT. to provide the 
best possible display for the purposes of the system. 
The quality of the display does not change even if the 
tape speed is varied. Furthermore. the automatic for 
mation of the lower display. which depicts every 4 
second segment of the ECG signal which contains a 
premature beat, ensures that no premature beat goes 
undetected. 
Although the invention has been described with ref 

erence to a particular embodiment. it is to be under 
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stood that this embodiment is merely illustrative of the 
application of the principles of the invention. Numer 
ous modifications may he made therein and other ar 
rangements may be devised without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
What I claim is: 
l. A system for reviewing an ECG signal stored on a 

recording medium comprising means for reading the 
ECG signal from said recording medium at a rate sub 
stantially faster than the rate at which said ECG signal 
was recorded. first means for temporarily storing suc 
cessive ECG waveforms read from said recording me 
dium. first recirculating memory means. means respon 
sive to the storage of an ECG waveform in said first 
temporary storage means for transferring the stored 
ECG waveform to said first recirculating memory 
means. second means for temporarily storing a segment 
of the ECG signal read from said recording medium 
which is at least long enough to include 2 normal heart 
beat cycles~ second recirculating memory means, 
means for detecting an abnormal heartbeat in the ECG 
signal read from said recording medium and responsive 
thereto for transferring the temporarily stored ECG sig» 
nal segment to said second recirculating memory 
means. means for recirculating an ECG waveform 
stored in said first recirculating memory means and an 
ECG signal segment stored in said second recirculating 
memory means at rates faster than the rates at which 
an ECG waveform and an ECG signal segment are 
stored in said first and second temporary storage 
means. and display means synchronized to the recircu' 
lation rates of said first and second recirculating mem~ 
ory means for displaying all ECG waveforms stored in 
said first recirculating memory means superimposed on 
each other. whereby ECG waveform traces are formed 
on said display means at a rate faster than that at which 
they are read from said recording medium. and for dis 
playing separately the ECG signal segment stored in 
said second recirculating memory means. 

2. A system in accordance with claim I wherein ECG 
waveforms and ECG signal segments are stored in said 
first and second temporary storage means and in said 
first and second recirculating memory means in the 
form of samples. 
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3. A system in accordance with claim 2 wherein the 

ECG waveform stored in said first temporary storage 
means is transferred to said first recirculating memory 
means at a rate so fast that during the transfer time 
there is an insignificant change in the ECG signal read 
from said recording medium. 

4. A system in accordance with claim 2 wherein the 
ECG signal segment stored in said second temporary 
storage means is transferred to said second recirculat 
ing memory means at a rate so fast that during the 
transfer time there is an insignificant change in the 
ECG signal read from said recording medium 

5. A system in accordance with claim 2 wherein said 
display means includes a CRT. means for converting 
the samples recirculated in said first and second recir 
culating memory means. during respective recircula 
tion cycles thereof. to derive a vertical deflection signal 
for said CRT. means for synchroniying the horizontal 
sweeps of said CRT to the recirculation rates of said 
first and second recirculating memory means during 
respective recirculation cycles thereof. and means for 
changing the bias of said vertical de?ection signal for 
respective ones of said recirculation cycles so that two 
separate displays are formed on said CRT. 

6. A system in accordance with claim 2 wherein said 
abnormal heartbeat detecting means is a prematurity 
detector. 

7. A system in accordance with claim I wherein the 
ECG waveform stored in said first temporary storage 
means is transferred to said first recirculating memory 
means at a rate so fast that during the transfer time 
there is an insignificant change in the ECG signal read 
from said recording medium. 

8. A system in accordance with claim I wherein the 
ECG signal segment stored in said second temporary 
storage means is transferred to said second recirculat 
ing memory means at a rate so fast that during the 
transfer time there is an insignificant change in the 
ECG signal read from said recording medium. 

9. A system in accordance with claim I wherein said 
abnormal heartbeat detecting means is a prematurity 
detector. 


